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MacTech announces Dates and Topics for 2017 Mactech Pro Events
Published on 02/03/17
California based MacTech today announced its lineup of cities, dates, and topics for its
2017 regional event series. Designed specifically for consultants, techs, and IT Pros who
support others using Apple technologies, MacTech Pro is a single-track, hotel based
seminar that is specifically geared to serve the needs of professionals wanting to serve
those they support better. There are nine regional events in cities around the United
States during 2017.
Westlake Village, California - Today MacTech, who publishes MacTech Magazine as well as
produces live events such as MacTech Pro and MacTech Conference, announced its lineup of
cities, dates, and topics for its 2017 regional events. MacTech's regional event series,
called MacTech Pro, is designed specifically for consultants, techs, and IT Pros who
support others using Apple technologies.
MacTech Pro events benefit both return attendees as well as those that have never attended
a MacTech event. Held around the country, MacTech Pro is a single-track, hotel based
seminar that is specifically geared to serve the needs of professionals wanting to serve
those they support better. There are nine regional events in cities around the United
States during 2017, including:
* Seattle - March 15, 2017
* Boston - April 5, 2017
* Atlanta - May 3, 2017
* Washington DC - May 24, 2017
* Denver - June 28, 2017
* New York - July 26, 2017
* Orlando - August 9, 2017
* Chicago - August 30, 2017
* San Francisco - September 27, 2017
"Since 2010, MacTech has produced over 100 conferences, seminars, workshops and
accreditation events with nearly 900 sessions of content," said Neil Ticktin,
Editor-in-Chief/Publisher, MacTech Magazine and MacTech Pro Event Organizer. "But, the
part that's really special about MacTech events is the community: people getting together,
face-to-face, and share their knowledge. It's what makes this community so special."
The content is designed by MacTech staff in conjunction with some of the best and
brightest in our industry. Topics are chosen based on feedback from the attendees of prior
events along with MacTech's Curriculum Council. Together, session content is vetted, but
it also identifies best practices and solutions in the industry. The topics at each event
are:
* Creating a Storage Strategy: Integrating solutions for Cloud, Local, Network with
Access, Archive and Backup in Mind
* Deployment Methods: Files, Configurations and Directory Services
* Scripting Python: Solo and Playing with the Other Kids
* Group Discussion: Limited time, limited resources - Best practices to optimize you
* IoT and Home Automation
* Security: Don't be the low hanging fruit for a hacker
* macOS Troubleshooting: Console is your friend
* The Tools You Should Know
See detail on topics page.
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"I've been going to MacTech events for years as an attendee, speaker and sessions chair,"
said JD Strong, Strong Solutions. "I'm excited about 2017's topics. Without a doubt, the
topics are the strongest and most interesting to date!"
MacTech Pro is economically priced and includes lunch, sessions, and sponsor interaction.
Each event has early bird registration pricing available in limited quantity, saving
registered attendees up to $200 USD (Normal price: $499, Early Bird Price: $299). Take
note of when the early bird period ends for each location. If you're interested in getting
under the hood of your Mac, or if you want to know how to make things happen inside the
box, you should be reading MacTech Magazine. Contact the magazine. Toll free:
877-MACTECH,
International: 805-494-9797.
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Established in 1984, MacTech Magazine is the oldest Apple publication, and only monthly
magazine focused on Apple at the technical level. Each month, MacTech and MacTech.com is
read by 150,000 technical Macintosh users in over 175 countries, from network
administrators to programmers, from solution providers to Enterprise, and in general
anyone that's interested in the Macintosh beyond the user level. All Material and Software
(C) Copyright 2017 MacTech Magazine. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and
Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of their respective
owners.
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